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Abstract 
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Supervisor: Jennifer Fuller 
 

Representations of Blacks have had its limitations on television. The Black sitcom has 

proven to be a fruitful place of analysis as it relates to the presence of Black bodies and 

the portrayal of Black culture. The lack of accurate depictions and the portrayal of a 

diverse Black culture has been a challenge for many years. The Cosby Show (1984-92) 

however, has been hailed for representations of Blacks as upper class, educated, and 

portraying a two-parent house hold. With this, an overwhelming amount of scholarly 

research on Black sitcoms surrounds The Cosby Show. Other shows that have a fair 

amount of scholarship include Amos and Andy (1951-53-) and The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air 

(1990-96). As I am constantly reminded through song lyrics and social networks that my 

peers are still reflecting about the sitcom Martin, I am also intrigued by its lack of 

exploration by scholars in the field. As Martin does not portray status and wealth, or 

educated professionals it is my assumption that this lack of research is reflection of the 

presumed low significance of the show. There appears to be an obvious divergence 

between academic and Hollywood’s coverage of the show and viewers engagement with 

the show. 15 years after the show has aired new episodes, many of my peers indulge as if 

it never left. This paper seeks to further explore the sitcom and its critiques. Through a 

survey I poll viewers to explore how viewer’s opinions can inform future discussions 

about the show. My exploration of the show through song lyrics, social network posts and 

survey results will reveal valuable components and complicate discourse of the shows 

reception, ultimately contributing to the scholarship on Black sitcoms 
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INTRODUCTION 

Representations of Blacks in the media have been a spectacle for decades, through 

many political eras and movements.  Historical depictions of Blacks as minstrels, coons, 

and mammies have resulted in a critical focus on Blacks in the media, in hope of an 

accurate portrayal of Black family life and culture. Actors, filmmakers, and activist groups 

such as the NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) have 

openly fought and struggled against the reoccurring, degrading images of Blacks. Fifty 

plus years post the days of black face and minstrel shows, Blacks continue to debunk the 

myths and stereotypes that contribute to their limited presence on-screen and in print. 

Considering the depictions of Blacks in the media, 60-70 years ago, one might come to the 

conclusion that portrayals of Blacks in the media are much more diverse and progressive. 

However, I argue that there is still a very limited space and context that must be present 

for Blacks to flourish on-screen. Televisions history reveals that Black families in 

comedies are indeed quite popular. Yet, dramas require that Blacks be taken seriously 

(Means Coleman 1998).  Blacks are a rarity in dramas. The roles of Blacks not only as 

actors, but also as directors, producers, and writers have been limited to comedies.  

Black sitcoms have been a critical point of analysis when discussing the 

representations of Blacks in the media. From Amos and Andy (1951-53), to The Jeffersons 

(1997-85), to The Cosby Show (1984-92), the Black sitcom has been an interesting avenue 

to discuss Black depictions and culture. With this, I’ve noticed a hierarchy of academic 

research conducted on Black sitcoms as it relates to politics, representation, controversy, 

and media theory. As I approach the end of my graduate studies I’ve become intrigued 
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with the lack of scholarly research on the sitcom Martin (1992-1997). Perhaps the show 

doesn’t appear to have “positive” representations of Blacks, or maybe that the show isn’t 

polished or sophisticated enough as say a show like The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air. Perhaps 

it’s just not The Cosby Show, a show hailed to be one of the best sitcoms of all time. 

Darnell M. Hunt in his book Channeling Blackness describes the goal of The Cosby Show 

as one to “provide positive and uplifting images of blackness that would correct the 

distorted images circulated in years past” (2005).  

A contrast from Martin and actor Martin Lawrence, Bill Cosby’s accomplishments 

made him the perfect candidate to complete this “positive” TV mission, as he was the first 

Black person to star in a drama (I Spy 1965-68). Furthermore, Cosby was extremely 

popular across all genres and races (Hunt, 2005). A conversation surrounding Black 

television programs are often one of “good” or “bad” “positive” or “negative. Hunt tells us 

that these terms hold no value when they are detached from a social and political context 

(2005). The lack of research could also simply be attributed to the scarcity and limited 

limelight of scholarship on Black sitcoms. I however, have contributed the shortage of 

academic discussion surrounding the show to the presumption that Martin isn’t substantial 

enough for scholarly analysis. I argue that Martin, in relation to other sitcoms that have 

been extensively studied, has been perceived to have no cultural value. Furthermore, I will 

argue that many other aspects surrounding the show such as the Fox network, the main 

character Martin Lawrence, and the ingredients (plot, script etc.) of the actual sitcom are 

all contributing factors to the general negative commentary of the show circulating 

academia and the press.  
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Lack of scholarship on the show, and the constant nostalgic references from 

friends in my personal and virtual life leaves me conflicted. On one end I scrap for 

scholarly references to the show, however my Twitter timeline are filled with praises, 

quotes, and show clips as my peers watch the show as if it never went off the air. The 

reruns of Martin currently air on TV One and I am well aware on when its on as the 

majority of my timeline on Twitter are conversing about the shows funny episodes. Here, I 

reference TV One as it nationally reruns Martin and its syndication of many other 90’s 

Black sitcoms. As the shows seasons are also available on DVD, I can recall many of my 

friends admitting to popping in a DVD when they needed a good laugh or had idle time. 

Moreover, as a avid listener to rap and R&B music the overwhelming references to the 

show past and recent, left me convinced that there is something to this show that’s worth 

discussing, something that may not be extremely apparent or face value. 

I argue in this paper that there are components of Martin that makes this show 

worth evaluating. There are various aspects of this show that makes it culturally relevant, 

and cross-generational. Martin went off the air in 1997 and just recently, 16 year old 

rapper Diggy Simmons in his song Copy Paste (2011) referenced the show. I argue here 

that the show may not portray a wealthy household, or academic or professionally 

prestigious characters (which have been formulas for sitcoms considered “positive”) but 

still contains something very valuable to its viewers that they continue to indulge 15 years 

later.  

By using an online survey I’ve polled over 250 viewers on their views about 

Martin. Moreover I used some Martin trivia to assess familiarity with the show, while also 
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asking them to rank their viewership and personal favorite show amongst other 90’s 

sitcoms. I asked participants to identify the sitcoms they watch and discuss most with 

friends and which ones they are most likely to watch a rerun of. Lastly, I asked 

participants about their opinions of the show and whether it presents stereotypes, and if it 

was a bad influence on the Black community. With this survey, I hope to understand 

viewing patterns and personal beliefs held by viewers of the show, outside of an academic 

and media figure critique.  

In this sitcom actor and comedian Martin Lawrence plays a working class radio DJ 

at WZUP, a tell-all station in Detroit, Michigan. Martin is a popular DJ in the city, and is 

particularly well-known for his trademark greeting to callers, “Wazuup!” A major 

component of the show is the loving relationship of Martin and long time girlfriend Gina, 

played by actress Tisha Campbell-Martin. The show follows the typical ups and downs of 

any relationship always ending in the revelation of their undeniable love. Many highlights 

of the show are rooted in the several characters that Martin Lawrence plays. In addition to 

Martin, Martin Lawrence plays nine other characters that make appearances throughout 

the season. A typical Martin episode usually involves a storyline surrounding him and 

Gina and their friends, Pam (Tichina Arnold),Tommy (Thomas Mikal Ford), and Cole ( 

Carl Anthony Payne II ). The show was nominated and won awards ranging from the 

NAACP to the Peoples Choice Awards (1993, 1995, 1996). These awards and 

nominations also speak to the mixed reviews of Martin. Criticized for its bad influence on 

the Black community and replicating stereotypes, the show is nominated for an award 

from an organization that advocates for equal representations of Blacks. The show aired 
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on the Fox network, which I argue is a vital to the consumption of Martin. With a 

sequence of Martin, Living Single and New York Undercover, this line up was an 

intentional ploy to capture an urban audience.  Living Single (1993-98) was about a group 

of single friends who all live in the same apartment building. The show starred rapper 

Queen Latifah, who on the show is an editor and publisher of an urban magazine. New 

York Undercover (1994-98) starred Black actor Malik Yoba and Puerto Rican actor 

Michael DeLorenzo as head detectives, policing crime on the brutal city streets of New 

York.  With the Fox network picking up more Black shows during the 90’s such as Sinbad 

(1992-93) and Roc (1991-94), Martin became one of the networks biggest hits. In the 

1992 to 1993 television season Martin pulled in 11 million viewers. 

Literature review 

The following text have an over-arching theme of Blackness and the media. The 

main texts include and surround conversations such as Blacks as consumers of Black text, 

Black television sitcom, and Black representations. These works have guided my research 

as I thoroughly investigate a Black sitcom and its cultural relevance. These works support, 

confirm, or are reference points for many components of my paper. I point to these texts 

for theory and knowledge on constituents I’ve chosen to explore about Martin. The texts 

I’ve chosen deal directly with Black sitcoms, a few specifically discuss the sitcom. These 

works have also dealt with Black viewership, as this is a narrow field of research. They t 

have provided guidance regarding the evolution of Black representations and the history 

of the Black sitcom. Furthermore, they have aided my understanding of how Blacks 
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consume media, as well as how they relate and engage with particular depictions of 

Blackness. 

Kristal Brent Zooks book Color By Fox: The Fox Network and the Revolution in 

Black Television looks at Black sitcoms on the Fox network in the 90’s. Importantly, most 

of these shows contained the presence of Blacks on-screen and behind them. Shows that 

she reviews such as In Living Color, Living Single, and of course Martin all had Blacks in 

producing, directing, and or wiring roles. She gives an historical over view of the 

emergence of the Black sitcoms and industry networks such as Fox and NBC, and how 

they became the urban platform for Black shows (1999).  This is particularly important to 

my discussion, as Martin was a vital portion of the Fox network during the 90’s and its 

success. Zook coins that television produced by Blacks has 4 reoccurring themes 

Autobiography – concerning the narration of Black lived experience; Improvisation –

relying on unscripted material; Aesthetics – displaying visual signs of Blackness; and 

Drama – complex characterizations and emotionally challenging subject manner ( 1999). 

The results from these shows she claims were contestations of Blackness. Shows such as 

The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air proved that Blackness wasn’t monolithic (Zook,1999). She 

attributes varying and emerging representations of Blacks to the economic times and 

affirmative action that gave Blacks upward mobility (Zook, 1999). Her third characteristic 

“aesthetics”, deals with cultural specificity and relevance with is particularly valuable to 

my research. I argue for the cultural relevance of Martin as it relates to its nostalgia and 

popularity. Zook tells us that references to the civil right movement, Malcom X posters 

etc. are key components to Black identification with the show (1999).  
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In chapter four, Zook conducts a thorough analysis of Martin and argues that real 

life politics and documentary experiences of Lawrence including his stand up comedy 

acts, add unexpected layers of meaning to the show in which he starred (1999). I make a 

similar argument, in that media surrounding Lawrence’s off-screen contributes to the way 

viewers consume and digest the show. The highly publicized media events that surrounded 

Lawrence’s comedy acts and other projects, I argue contribute to whether one decided to 

even watch Martin. In this text, Zook is highly critical of gender dynamics, and attests that 

Lawrence is violent towards women both on  and off-screen. She attributes this to 

Lawrence’s “deep seeded obsession with love-hate relationships (Zook,1999). Lawrence’s 

on-screen brash nature hit a little too close to home for the swarming media attention 

surrounding Lawrence’s romantic life and feud’s with costar Tisha Campbell.  

African American Viewers and the Black Situation Comedy by Robin R. Means 

Coleman is one of the most important to my research. This text uses a focus group style 

methodology in which she asks participants specifically about the sitcom Martin. Coleman 

conducts a research study to analyze black viewership practices and how representations 

displayed on Black sitcoms such as The Jeffersons and Martin were internalized. 

Moreover, she discusses the genre of comedy and its commodification, contesting that the 

humor of a situation comedy relies upon, and is in response to issues and problems found 

in a social structure (Zook ,1999)  

She places Martin in an era she calls TV’s  “minstrelsy” era, programming that 

displayed Blacks as “inferior, lazy, dodging work, dumb, and dishonest (Zook,1999). 

Furthermore, this text covers the last 50 years of the Black situation comedy including 
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black voice radio, and blackface theater. The knowledge gained from the overview of 

Blacks in the situation comedy and the history of representations of Blacks on television 

was vital to my research.  

In Pittsburg she conducted individual in-depth interviews with 30 participants, (17 

females and 13 males) who were given an array of Black comedies that aired from 1948-

1996 (Zook 1999). This is particularly valuable as methodologies such as focus groups are 

a rarity in media research. She is highly critical of the NAACP for fighting against the 

film Birth of a Nation, but would award the “king of minstrelsy” Martin for an image 

award (1999). Martin has been awarded and acknowledged from many avenues in the 

industry. Besides the high ratings of the show, criticisms from scholars and media figures 

are visible. When prompted about Martin, participants praised the show for its depiction 

of a lead character as living in a neat and cozy apartment and eventually marrying, thereby 

showing a monogamous relationship(Zook 1999). Other respondents proclaimed that 

Martin Lawrence has “sold out” and that there should be a line drawn for the things you 

will do to make money (Zook 1999). These varying testimonials exhibit that there are 

valuable things to take away from the show, however there is an assumed accountability 

that actor Martin Lawrence needs to have for his role in the show. This also shows that 

there is no separation from Martin on-screen and the actor Martin Lawrence. Like many 

Black shows, the sitcom Martin can never be just fiction, ultimately it will be 

representative of actual Black people and culture.  

Jacqueline Bobo, explores the identification that Black women have with Black 

texts in her book Black Women as Cultural Readers. Her research included the reaction of 
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women age 30 to late 50’s to the films, The Color Purple (1985), Daughters of the Dust 

(1991), and Waiting to Exhale (1992). She sought to understand the way that Black 

women resist hegemonic images of themselves (1995). This text gives insight to how 

Black audiences relate and identify with Black characters and story lines. This text is 

important as Bobo is attempting to do a similar task, to gather the discourse about 

particular texts outside of mainstream media, from the viewers who consume it. From the 

use of in-depth interviews with readers and viewers of these texts, she concludes that 

Black women produce meanings are empowered by the text (Bobo 1995). Many criticisms 

of one text that Bobo analyzes, The Color Purple has received heated criticism for 

depicting rape, sexism, and lesbianism. However readers of these text say (in regards to 

lesbianism) “when people started talking about homosexuality and lesbianism it really 

offended me: As I read the book both times I really didn’t have any reaction that “this was 

a lesbian situation” (Bobo, 1995). Instead the respondent interpreted these criticisms as 

“showing her how to love and how it feels to be loved” (Bobo, 1995). This text highlights 

the viewer’s opinion of the text as diverging from popular Hollywood criticism. For my 

research on Martin I hypothesize that something similar may occur from respondents.  

Herman Gray’s Watching Race: Television and the Struggle for “Blackness” over 

views Blackness on television. This text was very useful as an historical reference in its 

extensive coverage of Blackness on TV.  Present is a discussion surrounding commercial 

television and struggles over blackness. Here, he argues that representations of race are 

shaped by moments in history and that race, gender, class, and power are all contributing 

factors (Gray 1998). The goal of this book is to understand how to interpret and apply 
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theory to representations of Blackness on network television. He identifies commercial 

culture as a space where myths, memories, and traditions circulate (Gray, 1998).  

Blacks continually appropriate images and representations from commercial 

culture in order to reconstitute themselves and therefore transgress the cultural and 

social locations that constantly attempt to contain and police them” (Gray 1998).  

The late 80’s are a time where Black audiences are being targeted and are a major 

component of the television industry. Black producers and directors have brought more 

diverse and complex characters and representations to television. He argues for a reading 

of the social meaning and cultural significance of televisions representations of blackness, 

in terms of their political historical and aesthetic relationship to earlier generations of 

shows about Blacks (1998).   

In the first chapter I will discuss the components I find vital for evaluating Martin. 

This includes the Fox network and its mission of capturing the Black audience and the 

politics surrounding its competitors NBC, ABC and CBS. Here I argue that the Fox 

network played a vital role in how Martin was consumed and who consumed it. This 

chapter will also discuss the controversy surrounding the show. The show received 

criticisms from many avenues. One being backlash from actors Martin Lawrence’s other 

projects, particularly his stand up comedy acts. Many thought his previous stand up and 

comedy acts were distasteful and included vulgar and foul language. His personal 

tragedies I argue, particularly ran over into the perception of Martin. Allegations of his 

abuse and threats of co-star Tisha Campbell added to the criticisms. The second chapter 

will discuss the nostalgic components of the show and its cultural relevance. Here I argue 
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that Martin is culturally relevant by looking at song lyrics and Twitter tweets. Martin has 

been frequently referenced in R&B and Rap lyrics and is highly viewed in syndication 15 

years after it went off the hair. Lastly, chapter three will overview my survey results from 

over 250 participants. This survey will exhibit the personal views held about Martin, here 

I seek to explore the criticisms of Hollywood to the actual viewers perspective. Using 

trivia questions of Martin and other 90’s sitcoms as well popularity rankings will 

exemplify the nostalgia and cultural relevance of the show. Through these chapters I hope 

to place a new lens  and unveil possible valuable components of the show to its viewers, 

while complicating some of its criticism 
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CHAPTER 1: Politics of the Show 

When analyzing the sitcom Martin, there are a few components that must be 

highlighted and reviewed in order to thoroughly understand the show. One of these 

segments is looking at the Fox network on which the show aired, the shows that aired 

simultaneously, and the history and mission of the network. Another element necessary to 

the discussion is the career and press surrounding main character Martin Lawrence. 

Lastly, the controversy and media coverage of the show is vital to understand the cultural 

and political placement of the show. In the coming text I will further outline these 

ingredients as I argue that they contribute to the general discourse surrounding the show, 

particularly from scholars and media figures. Here I seek to add more depth to the 

conversation surrounding Martin. This chapter will provide an additional lens in which to 

view Martin, while contributing to the limited research available. Exploring the Fox 

Network, the multiple characters played by Martin Lawrence, and Martin Lawrence’s off-

set reputation will further position the show. 

Fox Network 

In her book Color by Fox: The Fox Network and the Revolution in Black 

Television, Kristal Brent Zook sheds light on the technological advances of the 90’s and 

how this affected minority audiences. Technology of the 1980s allowed for basic 

television to be replaced by cable networks. This wasn’t a concern of middle class white 

families who could afford the switch, however urban audiences still relied primarily on 

free networks (1999). This divide between cable and broadcast television in turn created a 

divide between viewers and low-income audiences. This audience that watched 
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significantly more network television began to look like a profitable market (Zook, 1999,).  

Networks such as NBC, ABC and CBS and later contender Fox went to war for the 

attention of the Black, urban audience. Fox network hit the industry by storm with tactics 

that included specifically tailoring shows to a Black audience, and also being one of the 

first networks that gave executive roles to Black entertainers such as Martin Lawrence, 

Sinbad, and Keenan Ivory Wayans (Zook, 1999). Zook further explains that the mission of 

the Fox network was to be cutting edge and unique, one that would air shows with content 

many other networks wouldn’t (1999). With this, the Fox network becomes a vital 

component when discussing the hit sitcom Martin. The mission of the Fox network was to 

target Black audiences and ultimately was envisioned as a rebel network which is vital to 

any further discussions. 

The middle and late 90’s are reflective of a startling increase in black shows.  

Towards the end of the 90’s however, many of major networks began to drop Black 

sitcoms, allowing smaller networks such as Fox, UPN, and WB to forefront Black 

television broadcasting (Hunt, 2005). Hunt tells us that shows that feature Black 

characters in central roles gave Blacks the opportunity to “affirm cultural community” 

(2005). Moreover, Martin airing on the Fox network situates the show as a “Black” show. 

Chapter three explores the references to Martin in music lyrics. All of these references 

were located in hip-hop music, a genre birthed from Black urban culture. Historically, 

shows such as Amos and Andy (1951-53) and Beulah (1950-52) displayed Blacks as a 

minstrel comedy. Although many years have lapsed, the politics surrounding Black 

representations were far displaced from Martin. I argue that the consolidating and 
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rebranding of networks ultimately stamped Martin as a rebel show, much as the mission of 

its home network. The Fox network and its Black audience initiative limited the scope of 

the show and ultimately situated Martin as just another Black show depicting funny Black 

people. Hunt tells us white viewers watch shows that have characters they can identify 

with. Similarly, Blacks look for characters that they see themselves reflected in, so top 

shows for both groups rarely overlap (2005). I argue that a Black show on a Black 

network completely took Martin of the radar for white viewers.  

Martin was placed in a very popular Thursday nightline up. In order, Fox aired 

Martin, Living Single and New York Undercover. Living Single followed six friends, two 

men and two women, one of these women being popular rapper Queen Latifah. Through 

this all-Black cast we journey complications with relationships, career aspirations and 

friend brawls. New York Under Cover stars Black actor Malik Yoba and Puerto Rican 

actor Michael DeLorenzo as they police the crime infested streets of New York City. 

Other shows launched by Fox during the years of Martin include Roc (1991-1994), The 

Sinbad Show (1993-1994), and South Central (1994). Some of these shows were short 

lived but nevertheless contained all-Black casts and were apart of Fox’s Black audience 

plan. This initiative to capture one audience resulted in the rejection of a white audience 

furthering positioning Martin as a Black show.  

Markers of a successful Black shows often lie in its ability to transcend across 

audiences. More specifically, this show must capture more than minority audiences but 

particularly white viewers to escape the “Black show” shackles. Tim Havens as he refers 

to The Cosby Show as the “The Biggest Show in the World” says: 
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The show cautiously avoided conventional black stereotypes and inner-city 
settings, instead marking its characters’ blackness through these references to 
African American high culture. However, by avoiding much of the ‘loud’ humour 
that most African American sitcoms employ, where blackness becomes ‘an object 
of derision and fascination’ (Gray, 1995: 81), The Cosby Show also denied an 
integral part of black humour, especially working-class black humour (2000) 

The success of The Cosby Show as it relates to breaking syndication and international 

distribution records (Havens, 2000) is also dependent on portrayals of non stereotypical 

Blackness and the masking of Black American struggles which appealed to white 

audiences. This Cosby formula, the doing away with “working class black humor” 

(Havens, 2000) is the very component that makes Martin popular amongst, and limited to 

Black audiences. Moreover, I argue that politics surrounding the Fox network ultimately 

never allowed Martin to have “Cosby” potential. It is also important to mention that The 

Cosby Show literally preceded Martin. The last episode aired in 1992 while Martin 

premiered that same year, containing the very components that The Cosby Show was 

successful in intentionally avoiding.  

Lawrence’s Characters 

Unique to any sitcom to date, there is a very interesting character layout that is 

happening within Martin. In the show actor and comedian Martin Lawrence plays a total 

of ten characters. Lawrence played more characters than the entire cast combined. Here I 

believe that this multiplicity of characters often distracted from the storyline. To add, the 

characters played by Lawrence are far from simplistic, but flamboyant, exaggerated 

characters both in their appearance and in their entrance into scenes. I argue that for those 

who aren’t particularly invested, the show could appear as a fantasy joke, filled with 

make-believe characters that holds little value. The components of the show (that in later 
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chapters I will discuss) viewers find valuable are tabled by the humorous events in the 

show. Twitter tweets (chapter two) will confirm that there is something super funny, 

double funny about Martin. The scholarly and Hollywood discourses surrounding the 

show are often times comments pertaining to representations , not the story line 

Characters 

Table. 1 

Character  Description  
Martin Payne Main Character  
Sheneneh Jenkins Martin’s loud, ghetto, fabulous neighbor that lives across the 

hall. The owner of a hair salon, she is feisty and very 
confrontational.  She constantly picks fights with Pam and 
Gina. 

Edna (Mama) Payne Martin's over-protective mom who is not too fond of Gina  
Jerome  Flashy Detroit Pimp. He is known around the city for being 

wealthy but is still fashionably stuck in the past. 
Roscoe 10-year-old kid, this smart mouth runny nose kid is always 

starting trouble and showing up at Gina’s and Martin’s door. 
Lawrence plays him on his knees with shoes attached to 
appear the height of a child 

Otis The pot-bellied security guard whose tight uniform is his 
trademark. 

Dragon Fly Jones A karate expert, whose actual skill is questionable. 
Bob Gina’s white boss played in white face 
Elroy Preston The car mechanic  
King Beef Cole’s favorite television character.  
 

Lawrence’s Career 

It’s worth mentioning that before Martin mostly all of Lawrence’s appearances 

were rooted in hip-hop culture and shows targeted to a Black audience. This further helped 

position Martin as a Black show. Earlier, I spoke about the politics of the Fox network and 

how its initiative to gain Black viewers may have shunned away white viewers. 
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Lawrence’s career prior to Martin, further solidifies its spot in the household of Black 

viewers.  His first big role was in a Spike Lee’s film Do the Right Thing (1989). Later he 

played in House Party (1990), and Boomerang (1992), are both rooted in hip-hop culture. 

Following these films, Lawrence was selected to host Def Comedy Jam on HBO, a stand 

up comedy showcase created by hip-hop mogul Russell Simmons. Lawrence was the 

original host in 1992. This show was definitely targeted to a Black urban audience 

influenced by the hip-hop generation. Bernie Mac, Dave Chappelle, and Chris Tucker 

were on the line up, this show gave Lawrence mainstream exposure. Directly following 

Def Comedy Jam is when Martin hit the air.  

Aside from his tremendous presence in the show Lawrence also had a creative role 

in the show behind the scenes as a writer and producer. With this, the content of the show 

the humor, jokes and portrayals were very much apart of Lawrence. Here I argue that 

watching Martin was buying into Martin Lawrence himself. Martin was Martin Lawrence. 

This further implies that if a viewer wasn’t a supporter of Martin Lawrence there was a 

low possibility that they would watch the show. The media attention that Lawrence 

received I believe gave potential viewers many opportunities to exit the “Martin 

bandwagon” or choose not to board at all. I will in the following text explore some major 

media events surrounding Martin Lawrence’s career and personal life.  

Lawrence’s Personal Life 

A 1992 USA Today discussing Lawrence’s Def Comedy Jam act says: 
 

As host of HBO's profane hit Def Comedy Jam, host Martin Lawrence makes even 
the most obscene patter palatable with his beatific open face and good-natured 
energy. Why then is he so much more offensive in the G-rated sitcom shtick of 
Martin” (Wloszczyna, 1992). 
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This article is claiming that Lawrence’s role in Martin is more troubling than his stand up 

comedy where Lawrence’s has much more agency, is less censored and is targeting a more 

adult audience. This is a powerful statement about a television sitcom. He finds the humor 

particularly against Pam more offensive than his raw standup acts. Lawrence also makes 

the list of people banned from late night show “Saturday Night Live” (SNL) hosted by Jay 

Leno. A 1994 article from the St. Peterburgs Times discusses Lawrence’s SNL Live 

performance. 

NBC censors cut portions of comedian Martin Lawrence's opening monologue on 
 Saturday Night Live before it was seen on the West Coast because of its  raunchy 
content. The late night comedy show also logged at least 177 complaints from 
viewers that Lawrence's jokes went beyond just being  off-color  ( 1994) 

Lawrence’s references to female genitalia didn’t go over well with his audience that night.   

Smell yourself! I tell a woman in a minute, douche! douche! Some women don't 
like when you tell them that, when you straightforward with them. ..I'm sorry, y'all. 
You got to wash properly. You know, and then, you know, 'cause I'm a man, I like 
to kiss on women, you know, I like to kiss all over their bodies, you know. But if 
you're not clean in your proper areas I can't... you know... kiss all over the places I 
wanna kiss. You know, some women'll let you go down, you know what I'm sayin', 
knowin' they got a yeast infection. (Some audience disgust) I'm sorry. Sorry. Come 
up with dough all on your damn lip... Got a bagel and a croissant on your lip. 
"Anybody got any butter?" I like jelly on mine.  

He was consistently criticized for using foul language. Many news sources have publicly 

commented on the foul language used by Lawrence in his stand up comedy. A 1994 

Washington Post article says: 

The language in Martin Lawrence’s “Yo So Crazy” will be offensive by most 
main-stream audiences. Unleashing every taboo subject imaginable- sex, 
masturbation, homosexuality, racism, marijuana and crack smoking-Lawrence 
romps around the stage like a Pied Piper of Profanity (Howe, 1994) 
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As these are just a few examples, I call attention to the fact that these articles were 

released in the early years of Martin. The USA Today article "Lawrence Fouls up 'You So 

Crazy' by Being Unfunny”, which described the show as more aggressive than Lawrence’s 

stand up comedy acts was released in the same year Martin, launched. Here I argue before 

and during the years of Martin, Lawrence had a reputation for vulgar performances, which 

may have deterred viewers from the show, assuming that the shows content would contain 

nothing of substance. Furthermore I believe that this negative attention contributed to the 

low significance and quality attributed to the show. Lastly, Martin premiered as The 

Cosby Show was ending. Martin Lawrence and his act was a drastic change from the “do 

good” Jello pudding comedian Bill Cosby.  

More negative media attention surfaced surrounding Lawrence. He was sued by 

Tisha Campbell who claimed that she was sexually assaulted, threatened and ultimately 

feared for her life (Oldenburg, 1997). Campbell reportedly returned  to the show in the 

fifth season only under that stipulation that Lawrence wouldn’t be on set with her. In the 

fifth season Lawrence and Campbell didn’t appear in a single scene together. Lawrence’s 

other troubles with the law include Lawrence being arrested for punching a man who 

bumped into him while dancing in a nightclub. In 1997, he was arrested in an airport 

“after police found a loaded handgun in a suitcase he was taking on a flight. On the set of 

A Thin Line Between Love and Hate Lawrence was hospitalized after going into a violent 

rage in 1996. These media events surrounding Lawrence’s name may have definitely had 

an effect on viewer’s perception of Lawrence and the show. 
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Scholarly and Industry Criticisms  
 
 Next I would like to call attention to the scholarly and media attention surrounding 

Martin. A goal of my research is to explore and show the divergence between scholarly 

and media figures criticisms, and viewers of the show. Very seldom in media studies are 

methodologies such as survey used to understand audience reception. In chapter two, I 

will give a more in-depth analysis of viewers responses, however there are a few points 

now I would like to mention. First, in my survey results viewers identified stereotypes 

within the show but when asked if these representations were offensive the majority 

disagreed. Furthermore, when asked if the show was a bad influence on the Black 

community the majority of participants responded also disagreed with 52 percent. The few 

scholarly sources available that specifically discussed Martin overall categorized the show 

as negative. The responses from my survey complicates this. Throughout my research I’ve 

found very few “positive” things written about the show that were not related to humor or 

ratings. The themes within these criticisms surround gender and sexuality, race and 

representation, and the “sellout” concept of the Black community. By “sellout” concept 

I’m referring to the idea that shows like Martin are exploiting the Black audience and is 

using humor as an excuse to present stereotypical images. From this point, I will dissect 

scholarly criticisms of the show. I choose to pull from a couple of scholars who have 

addressed the show directly. 

  In her book African American Viewers and the Black Situational Comedy Robin 

Means Coleman designed a research study where participants would watch Black sitcoms 

and discuss their opinions as to how African Americans were represented in comedies. The 
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list of shows included Frank’s Place, The Cosby Show, The Jeffersons, The Fresh Prince of 

Bel-Air, Martin and others. She discusses the situational comedy as a genre and argues that 

this genre is very unique as a vehicle for delivering specific messages about race. In this 

study, participants are working to answer the question “how are African Americans 

represented in Black situation comedies?” (1992). Throughout her research Coleman 

concluded that most participants categorized all the shows as either “positive” or 

“negative” (1992). Shows that displayed Blacks as financially stable were “positive” and 

shows were “negative” when they had representations that were “ridiculing of Black 

culture and communities” (Coleman, 1992). Ironically, Martin portrays middle class Blacks 

and viewers of my survey responded that they felt the show was not a bad influence on the 

community.  However, the positive/negative dichotomy created by Coleman’s participants 

still doesn’t allow Martin to escape the “negative” trope. A section of my research also 

reviews commentary of viewers expressed on Twitter, many of these tweets praised the 

relationship between characters Martin and Gina. Coleman research revealed that viewers 

did in fact appreciate the portrayal of a monogamous couple (1992).  

 One respondent discusses the mistreatment of women in the show. “They are always 

puttin’ women down and talking about their butts, even when it’s a decent little comedy or 

something, they make fun of each other so bad and I hate that” (Coleman 1992).  However 

the second participant criticizes the portrayals but still admits to liking the show.  

For instance like Martins show, he exaggerates some of the characters especially 
the women characters…his characters are not complimentary at all. I cannot see 
how someone could not be offended by that. For some reason they have to push it 
to the point of buffoonery. I know a lot of the people are offended by some of the 
things he does but I still like the show. To a degree I still like the show (Coleman, 
1992). 
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This response captures an aspect of my argument about Martin. This participant 

recognized stereotypes in the show but still overall found the show humorous and enjoyed 

it. Similarly, my respondents identified stereotypes but also found it very funny. 

Coleman’s research concludes that participants found Martin to be a negative show, my 

research 10 years later contradicts this.   

  In her essay “Black in a Box” Kalefa Sanneh  states “The most popular black 

sitcom of the 1990’s was an irrepressibly funny, doggedly offensive show on the Fox 

Network called Martin” (2001). While even attacking his physical appearance by calling 

him “jug eared” she states that his routines were classless and offensive. She further says 

that Lawrence’s over the top encounters with Campbell’s character Gina are disturbing and 

hilarious in equal measure (Sanneh, 2001).  While giving credibility to the show for its 

comedic magic, she doesn’t leave her opinion that the show was “doggedly offensive” 

(2001). Author Kristal Brent Zook is a text critical to my research. She gives a thorough 

analysis of the shows scenes and characters. Not only is her research vital as it provides 

additional knowledge, but her criticisms are particularly relevant to my analysis.  

  Zook contends that the Black-cast shows of the era allowed for a much-needed 

conversation about the construction of gender. Martin Lawrence developed a real life 

misogyny and abuse of women both on and off the set. She makes three main accusations. 

One, that the show has a reoccurring theme of “love-hate relationships”, second that 

Martin and Gina’s relationship is serving as a distraction for Lawrence’s hatred towards 

women. Lastly that the “sexual violence” on the show can be identified in Lawrence’s real 

life and there is much to be said about this (1999). All three of these themes ultimately 
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surround the romantic relationship between Lawrence and Gina, which aside from humor 

was one of the elements most commented on through Twitter tweets. To support her 

allegations of the brutality of women in the shows content, Zook completed a content 

review from show episodes of 1993-1994.  

  According to Zook, Martin places a huge emphasis on bodies (1992). In one 

episode, Martin wants to make sure that Gina is looking her best at their high school 

reunion. He wants all the guys there will be envious of how great Gina looks so he 

arranges a makeover. Coleman argues gender roles are clearly marked as in another 

episode Gina is taunted by Martin for failing at preparing the turkey for Thanksgiving 

dinner (1992). Zooks claims of hatred of women are much more obvious in Lawrence’s 

relationship with character Pam. Pam and Martin go back and forth with insults in almost 

every episode.  Most of his shots at Pam are rooted in her being unattractive, animal-like, 

and unfeminine. Often times referring to her as a man. Furthermore in an episode Martin 

suspects that Gina is having an intimate relationship with another man that causes 

Lawrence to go into a craze and make death threats. This kind of behavior is much more 

autobiographical than the “fictional” narrative portrayed on the show (Coleman, 1992). 

Through interviews with creative minds and employed witnesses on the set, Coleman uses 

the scandal between Lawrence and Campbell to support Lawrence’s abuse towards 

women.  
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Media Figure Criticisms 
 
 Many media figures and creative minds in the industry have openly commented on 

Martin and Martin Lawrence’s other work. Robert Townsend who directed and starred in 

the WB sitcom The Parent' Hood (1995) and the made-for-TV movie Five Heart Beats 

(1991) when asked about shows like Martin he said it wasn’t quality television (Okwu, 

1997). Townsend’s criticisms are particularly interesting because he is recognized for 

producing work that portrays Blacks in a positive light. His film Hollywood Shuffle (1987) 

in which he wrote, directed, and produced shed light on the politics of the entertainment 

industry for Black actors. Townsend is describing the show as low quality, which Is 

reflective in my argument about the discourse surrounding the show. Bill Cosby believes 

that shows like Martin are a bad influence on Black youth (Zurawik 1996).  

  In 1997, when asked about recent images of Blacks in comedy Spike Lee 

responded  "You can be funny without being buffoonish, you can be funny without 

scratching your head, rolling your eyes, and bucking your teeth” (1997) These comments 

seem particularly directed to Lawrence’s style of humor. Lee often speaks out about Black 

representations and the portrayal of blatant stereotypes. In recent years Lee has also 

openly criticized the works of film and television director and producer Tyler Perry, 

whose representations of Blacks in his films and shows have caused much controversy. In 

a 2009 interview with talk show host Tavis Smiley. 

Perry’s work contains elements of “coonery and buffoonery” and that his images are 
troubling and hark back to the days of Amos and Andy” He goes on to say "Each artist 
should be allowed to pursue their artistic endeavors but I still think there is a lot of 
stuff out today that is 'coonery' and buffoonery. I know it's making a lot of money and 
breaking records, but we can do better … I see these two ads for these two shows 
[Tyler Perry’s Meet the Browns and House of Payne] and I am scratching my head ... 
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We got a black president and we going back to Mantan Moreland and Sleep 'n' Eat?" 
(2009).  

 
Parallels can be drawn from Perry’s work to Martin as Perry has cross dressed to play 

Madea, the central character in his plays and movies and he routinely plays several over-

the-top characters in a single film. 

  It is important to discuss Lawrence’s response to this controversy. Lawrence’s 

raunchy style of comedy should come to no surprise as he asserts that comedians Eddie 

Murphy and Richard Pryor, who both are also known for their racy remarks and foul 

language inspired his comedy. In an interview when questioned about his raw comedy, he 

responds 

I still feel good about my comedy because I'm speaking the truth, I've done 
nothing wrong. If talking about ourselves gets me in trouble, then so be it. 
I'll continue to say what I want to say because this is America, the land of 
the free. The land of free speech. Or that's what they keep telling us 
(Dreher, 1993). 

 
Tim Havens (2000) refers to the comedy in most Black sitcoms as “working class humor” 

This is precisely what I argue in later text, that viewers identify with Martin because of its 

“everyday” experiences it portrays. The humor, jokes, and scenes in Martin are situations 

that viewers have witnessed or can imagine. This format of humor transcends easily from 

the screen to the couch.  

  A comprehensive analysis of Martin isn’t complete without discussing the political 

context of the Fox Network. The mission of Fox to target Black and urban audiences 

ultimately boxed Martin as a Black show, steering white viewers away from the network 

ultimately limiting Martin’s viewership. Media attention surrounding Lawrence’s personal 

life also limits the shows scope. Lawrence is weaved throughout the entire show. As a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barack_Obama
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mantan_Moreland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willie_Best
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creator and playing the role of ten characters, his off screen persona may have effected the 

shows reception. As Lawrence was such a huge chunk of the show watching Martin I 

argue was ultimately buying into Martin Lawrence. If you weren’t in like with Lawrence 

there was a low chance a viewer would watch Martin. Moreover, scholarly and media 

criticisms of the shows representation of Blacks in stereotypical resulted in a belief that 

the show has no value and is of low quality 
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CHAPTER 2: Tweets and Song Lyrics 

Fifteen years after the original episodes of Martin have ceased, the show remains 

in conversation amongst its viewers. Regular status updates on social networking sites 

such as Twitter, and recurring references in song lyrics have shown that  Martin has 

cultural value. Martin currently airs reruns in syndication on the TV One channel and is 

for purchase on DVD. I refer to TV One particularly for its national source of reruns of the 

show as well as syndication of many other Black 90’s sitcoms. The channel also airs 

reruns of A Different World (1987-93), Good Times (1974-79) and The Jeffersons (1975-

1985) and targets a Black adult audience.  As an active user of Twitter I am well aware of 

when my virtual friends are watching Martin, as they often take it to this space to 

comment, quote or have open dialogue about the show. Furthermore, the overwhelming 

references to Martin in music lyrics particularly hip- hop lyrics; confirm the shows role in 

popular culture and relevance to the Black community. This chapter will explore and 

analyze the fan culture of Martin as expressed on Twitter and in music lyrics.  Here I will 

provide implications of these forms of public commentary as it relates to arguments I 

make for the shows criticisms and perceived low significance. 

Social networks have become an increasing popular way to contact and stay in 

touch with friends and relatives and to share media, daily activities and even political 

views. Emerging technology through iPod, iPads, laptops, smart phones etc. have made 

accessing these websites effortless.  Research has shown that 91 percent of adults ages 18-

91 own at least one of these gadgets (Java, 2007). With a click of a button these devices 

will allow you to share a photo from your latest vacation or post a link from your favorite 
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YouTube video. Controversy continues to surround the peaking amount of time spent with 

social networks and technological advances. Many scholars have argued that engaging in 

social networks sites are time wasted, are making Americans lazy, and solicit 

inappropriate activity, particularly for youth (Livingstone, 2008). Livingstone also tells us 

that this online interaction has become a means for one to manage their identity (2008). 

On, one creates a profile that can consist of photos, a bio, favorite quotes, political views, 

religion, etc. Through these categories users are able to create a snap shot image of what 

they want “friends” to know about them.  

Launched in 2006, Twitter has been described as a form of micro-blogging where 

people come to talk about daily activities and get information about the latest events. 

(Java, 2007) As opposed to updating a full version blog once every few days this micro-

blogging can be done several times a day. To communicate with “friends” or followers 

tweeters use the “@” symbol followed by the contacts users name. Another popular 

feature of Twitter is the “trending topic” by using the “#” symbol all users of Twitter 

across the world can converse on a particular topic as this symbol will unite all 

commentary on that subject. Lastly, another component to point out about Twitter is that 

unlike a site like Facebook “friendships” can be a one-way street.  On Facebook, you and 

another person have to mutually agree to be “friends” this usually happens by accepting a 

“friend request”. By accepting this request both parties will have access to each other’s 

profile. In the case of Twitter you can “follow” a person, which means that you will 

receive updates on their activity on Twitter, however they don’t have to “follow” you.  As 
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Twitter is more the site for diary/blog like entries my references to the show will stem 

from Twitter. 

Using social networks and referencing the show in song lyrics, I argue that viewers 

are participating in fan culture. As these sites and songs are accessible to millions to 

consume this is also an infusion of the show into popular culture. John Fiske explains that 

fandom is very much feature a part of popular culture (1992) 

They are reworked into an intensely signifying popular culture that is both 
similar to, yet significantly different from the culture of more normal 
popular audiences. Fandom is typically associated with cultural forms that 
the dominant value system denigrates-pop music romance novels comics, 
Hollywood mass appeal starts.  

 
I would like to apply Fiske’s term “fan talk” to precisely what is happening on 

Twitter when viewers of Martin are conversing with each other about the show. Fiske 

describes, “fan talk” to describe what occurs when fans circulate meaning amongst each 

other (1992).  As he discusses this in the case of soap opera fans, these conversations are 

held to show how characters and their behavior have meaning and relates to their everyday 

lives.  Lastly, when people are in constant dialogue about a particular program this lures 

others in to join this fan club (Fiske, 1992). The continuous discussion about Martin when 

it airs on TV One, or when viewers are just reminiscing is keeping the Martin club alive 

while recruiting others to actively participate. It is also evident that using this space is a 

way to keep the significance that Martin has to them in rotation.  

Almost all of the references I found to the show Martin were in hip-hop songs.  

This isn’t surprising as hip-hop emerged from a Black urban culture, an audience targeted 

by Fox at the time Martin aired. Mark Anthony Neal in his book What The Music Said: 
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Black Popular Music and Black Public Culture   provides insight on the role of hip-hop 

music in the Black community. 

For African American youth, hip hop music also allowed them to counter the 
iconography of fear, menace and spectacle that dominated mass mediated 
perceptions of contemporary black life by giving voice to the everyday human 
realities of black life in ways that could not be easily reduced to commodifiable 
stereotypes (1999).  

 
He tells us that hip-hop music usually bears the everyday experiences of urban 

communities. With this Martin as it relates to its many references can be sited as a 

community experience. Furthermore, these are implications that the show is culturally 

relevant and reflects lived experiences of its viewers. Martin is submerged in Black 

popular culture through avenues frequented and accessible to millions of people. Its 

nostalgic references and commentary have kept the show familiar relevant and very much 

a cultural experience.  

To locate tweets about Martin, I went to my Twitter account and in the “search” 

bar I typed in “martin show”.  I used this search term to narrow my results from bringing 

up any tweets with the word “Martin”. A simple search containing solely “Martin” 

returned many other “Martins” like NBA player Jonathan Martin, homicide victim 

Trayvon Martin, Martin Luther King, and Latin singer Ricky Martin. By putting in the 

search engine “Martin show” it was much more likely that results would be in relation to 

the sitcom Martin. From here I began to review the tweets fostered by the search engine 

results. One thing to note, is that the tweet results are from all Twitter users who have 

public Twitter accounts, these tweets are from worldwide Twitter users. These results are 

not just from those whom I am “following”.  After scanning through hundreds of tweets 
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that unmistakably referenced Martin, I recognized four main themes.  The first theme was 

one I call “Love for the show.” These tweets spoke about how much the users loved the 

show, it being their favorite show etc. The second theme I ran across was one I’ve labeled 

“Nostalgia” these tweets were reflective of users saying they missed the show, they wish it 

was back on, or that the show is still one of the funniest/best shows. The third theme 

“Relationships” contains tweets that show admiration for the relationship between 

characters Martin and Gina. Lastly, the fourth theme is that of “Humor” these tweets 

discuss how funny “Martin” is. From these four themes I’ve pulled 10 of the most recent 

tweets from my April 2012 search to analyze. Twitter tweets are unaltered and have been 

copied directly from Twitter. They contain jargon, abbreviations, and grammatical errors. 

Love For the Show 

Table. 2, which displays tweets from the “Love of the Show” theme, contains 

several tweets referring to Martin as their “favorite” show. One user says “Martin is my 

favorite show”. Another user says “lol Martin.is my show!!” These tweets exhibit the fan 

culture of tweeters as they openly express their indulgence in the show. A few tweets 

within this theme are worth highlighting. One user tweets “i dont think no tv show will 

eva top #Martin”  Here this user I argue goes a little beyond “loving” the show. They state 

that no other television show will personally be able to out rank Martin. This is a pretty 

powerful statement pending the plethora of shows past and present. Another user tweets 

“Love Martin, it was a very underrated and underappreciated show”. Not only does this 

user love Martin, but they express that the show didn’t get the credit it deserved. 

Throughout this paper I’ve referenced the overwhelming research on shows like The 

https://twitter.com/#!/search/%23Martin
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Cosby Show while arguing that the lack of scholarship is in part due to the lack of value 

appointed to Martin. I argue that the show does have valuable components. This viewer 

has articulated similar views as they attest the show was “underappreciated”. Although it 

is not clear what things about the show the viewer feels should be “appreciated” it is clear 

that the viewer does find value in this show and feels as if others may not recognize it.  
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Table.2 
 
Theme: Love for the Show 
 
User name  Tweet  

@AMirrorMurders 
 

Watching Martin. Fav show. 
 

 @PopDatPForDooch 
 

Love love love Martin.. my fave show 

  @Mikaili_wailie2 
 

Martin is the show 

@SlimsLifee lol Martin.is my show!! 
 

@Retro5ives Martin is my favorite show 

@justholdmydick Love Martin it was a very underrated and 
underappreciated show 
 

@whos_yur_Papi Martin !!! My favorite show 
 

@AmericasModel53 Watchinq Martin! My Fav Tv Show! 
 

@Levi_Fresh34 i dont think no tv show will eva top #Martin 
 

@_TeamAMG Martin is my favorite show rt. #winning 
 

 
Nostalgia 
 

In the following chapter when analyzing the results of my survey, I discuss the 

nostalgic conversations held about the show.  I argue that viewers of Martin not only 

https://twitter.com/#!/Mikaili_wailie2
https://twitter.com/#!/search/%23Martin
https://twitter.com/#!/search/%23winning
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loved the show but reminisce about it. Table. 3 exhibits tweets within the “Nostalgia” 

theme. One user says “Up watching ‘Martin’, that show needs to come back lbs” another 

tweets “Martin is still funny after all these years...that show was classic” a user tweets to 

another user “I'm gucci.. Just watching Martin like its a brand new show.. How are you?”. 

These tweets show that users wish the show was still airing new episodes, that after a 

decade the show is still culturally relevant and users are still engaging as if the show never 

left. These tweets verify that the storyline throughout Martin episodes remain a cultural 

memory. Interestingly, one user tweets “Cosby Show & Martin .. 2 black sitcoms that 

NEVER get old”. Here The Cosby Show and Martin are ironically positioned parallel to 

each other. “Ironically” in that of the popular/scholarly discourse surrounding both shows. 

The Cosby Show credited for displaying Blacks in a positive light, Martin quite the 

opposite. 

I categorize these tweets as “nostalgic” as many of them appear to be reflecting on 

the days when the show aired. One user actually refers to how many years its has been 

since the show first aired. One users says that they are watching the show like is a “new”. 

Others claim it will be one of their favorites no matter how old the show gets. Many of the 

users appear to have been young when the show was airing new episodes. The users are 

reminiscing and engaging with a show that they may have been very young when it 

actually aired. This is possibly a cultural nostalgia as users are engaging and reminiscing 

on the experiences of the characters in the shows. 
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Theme: Nostalgia 
 
Table.3 
 
 
Username Tweet  

@iSpeak2Heartz Up watching 'Martin'.. That show needs to come back lbs. 
 

@Rawfootage I'm gucci.. Just watching Martin like its a brand newshow.. How 
are you? 
 

T   @Tdouble2323 Can't believe Martin show almost 20 years old! Wow! 
 

@M0CHAH0NTAS Everyone is watching Martin this show never gets old 
 

@zell8034 Martin is still funny after all these years...that show was classic 
 

@xCrazySexyCool_ Cosby Show & Martin .. 2 black sitcoms that NEVER get old 
 

@BoomeyLaneRaw Martin is the best Tv show till this day 
 

   @7ways2doit 
 

Martin a clown. Miss the Martin show. 
 

@MBLovelyJazmine Martin the show . Dont care how old the shows are ! 
 

  @ImNot_BLASIAN I remember growing up in Atlanta, we use to watch Martin 24/7! 
Lmao! That was our show! Still is! 
 

 
 
 

https://twitter.com/#!/Tdouble2323
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Relationships 
 

In Robin Means Coleman’s research on Black situation comedies, when asked 

about portrayals in Martin, participants of a focus group praised Martin for its portrayal of 

a monogamous relationship (1995). Kristal Brent Zook criticized this very same 

relationship as being sexist and violent (1999). Evident is the divergence from a scholarly 

perspective and viewers, as tweeters expressed admiration for the relationship between 

characters Martin and Gina. One says “Every female want that Martin and Gina 

relationship” another tweets “I want a relationship like Martin and Gina. Fun, exciting, 

romance. No matter what troubles came around they had each others back. #IfOnly”. One 

user tweets “What Martin and Gina had on the show #YeahIWantThat” Tweeters identify 

with the romantic relationship portrayed on the show and long for something similar. One 

use even commented on the friendships on the show. Another tweets “I love martin….And 

how all the friendships/relationships are on that’ show”. This user has also recognized the 

dynamic friendship between the characters on Martin and finds value in them. I argue that 

these tweets are reflective of viewers identification with the shows. That it contains 

similar lived experiences, things that are imaginable in their everyday lives.  
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Theme: Relationships 
 
 
Table. 4 
 
Username Tweet 

 
  @IMSORAN_DOM    I love martin... And how all the friendships/relationships are on 

that’ show 
 

  @Hipster_MingSUE What Martin and Gina had on the show #YeahIWantThat 
 
 

@KaYleeHa1 I wanna relationship like Gina and Martin'ss !! <33 ((: 
Martin And Gina.. i want that relationship! Some of they 
arguements be hella funny!! 
 

@TreBaby1hunnit Want dat martin and gina rela I ain't gne lie cute couple 
 
 
 

@_SuBwAy_FrEsH_ Ay relationship like Martin and Gina wud b nice ! 
 

  @BAD_GUYsayhello Every female want that Martin and Gina relationship 
 

@SoYouMaddNow I wish me and oomf had that "Martin and Gina" relationship 
 

  @SheSeauxSaditty If you didn't shed a thug tear when Brian McKnight 
came and sang this while Martin proposed to Gina, I don't trust 
you. 
 

@BossTalkLive I want a relationship like Martin and Gina. Fun, exciting, 
romance. No matter what troubles came around they had each 
others back.#IfOnly 
 

@AsToldByMel I love how Martin kissed and held Gina while she slept, (after 
dreaming about Pam) explaining that she's the only one for 
him.#MARTIN 

 
 

 

https://twitter.com/#!/IMSORAN_DOM
https://twitter.com/#!/IMSORAN_DOM
https://twitter.com/#!/search/%23YeahIWantThat
https://twitter.com/#!/search/%23IfOnly
https://twitter.com/#!/search/%23MARTIN
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Humor 
 
My research results yield Martin as the funniest of the sitcoms referenced.  

Moreover, the only question that Martin ranked first was one related to its humor. When 

reviewing the tweets, an overwhelming amount of the search results referred to how funny 

the show was. One user tweets “I'm in here crying. Martin is toooooo funny” while 

another says “Martin hella Funny rite now he got me Weak lol” Another users says 

“Watching Martin the funniest Show ever...”. One observation that I made was that most 

users weren’t just saying “this show is funny” the tweets expressed an extreme funny, 

almost “uber” funny. Moreover, one user commented on the various characters played by 

actor Martin Lawrence. Ive argued these multiple characters mask other components of 

the show. That these exaggerated characters played by Lawrence often distract from the 

storyline. One user says “Yo martin is funnier wen he plays sumone else on his show!” 

This comment shows that the multiple characters played by Lawrence is one that 

contributes to its humor. Lastly, worth mentioning is that one user also mentioned the 

relationship between character Martin and Pam. Zook is highly critical of the jokes thrown 

back and forth from the two in the show (1999). Another user finds the two funny, 

“Martin & Pam are hilarious, there wouldn't be a show without them”. This user feels that 

their relationship is a vital to the success of the show. I argue that this humor portrayed in 

Martin is delivered in a way that it transcends successfully from the screen into the lives 

of the viewers.  
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Theme Humor 
 
Table. 5 
 
Username Tweet 
@_PullHerDreads Martin A Funny As Show 
 
@LilBro_5Jaaaay6 

Watching Martin the funniest Show ever... 
 
 

@MrRosean LMAO Martin is funny AF love that show man lol 
 

@nMYbrownskin Martin & Pam are hilarious, there wouldn't be a show without them  
 
 
 

@IFutripNfuckEM5 Yo martin is funnier wen he plays sumone else on his show ! 
(multiple characters played 
 
 

@BlackKimKarda Martin hella Funny rite now he got me Weak lol 
 
 

@AaronCurry51 #Martin is absolute genius!!! Funny guy ever #iaintlyin 
 

@Luckyy_Charm Martin is Sooo Funny lol The Episode of Him, Tommy & Cole in 
the Womens Gym >>>>> 
 

@RAEdio_killer I'm in here crying. Martin is toooooo funny 
 
 

@_SimmySam Martin is so funny. LMAO. 
 
 

 
 
Popular Culture and Song Lyrics 

 
Aside from exploring scholarly and industry reviews of the show juxtaposed to 

viewer’s perception, I am also intrigued by the shows circulation in popular culture. 

Further exploration of the reference of Martin in song lyrics landed a total of 30 songs. 

These artists range from those of the 80’s and 90’s such as Big Daddy Kane and Ice Cube 

https://twitter.com/#!/search/%23Martin
https://twitter.com/#!/search/%23iaintlyin
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to newly on the scene rapper Diggy Simmons, who is 16 years old. Martin has proven to 

be cross generational, and I would argue that its rare today that parents and children would 

be watching the same shows. As with the Twitter tweets, I’ve identified themes 

throughout the song lyrics. To start, many of the song lyrics simply referred to the 

character Martin, his character Martin Payne and his occupation. Hip-hop rapper Curren$y 

in his song “Double 07” (2011) says “My independence remains, ‘cause I aint working for 

the radio station like Martin Payne.” Rapper “J Cole” in his song “Im on It” says “They 

calling me Cole yeah that's my name, and just like Martin I know that Payne.” These 

songs are simply reference character Martin, interestingly by first and last name. As in my 

survey results where over 80 percent of respondents answered Martin character trivia 

correctly, these song mentions exhibit the familiarity with the show and its characters.  

Another theme weaved throughout the song lyrics are references to popular 

sayings in the show. Rapper J Cole in his song “Work Out” (2011) says “They be starting 

shit but it's your world, on my Martin shit: You go girl! “You go girl” is an endearing 

phrase Martin would say to Gina throughout the show to praise her for accomplishments. 

This phrase is still a phrase circulating African American communities. Big Daddy Kane 

in 1995 says “Now that's that bullshit niggas be saying. Don't try to act like Martin now 

with that, ‘I was just playing.” “I was just playing” was a catch phrase used by Martin 

throughout the show usually to escape embarrassing situations or to get him out of trouble. 

The relationship between Martin and Gina has surfaced again as song lyrics also reveal 

respect for this romantic relationship. Rapper Kanye West in his 2007 hit “Flashing 

Lights” says “Feeling like Katrina with no FEMA, like Martin with no Gina.” Rapper Lil 
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Kim in her song “Chillin Tonight” (2007) raps “some Marvin Gaye, Luther Vandross, a 

little Anita, in the bed laughin' at Martin and Gina.” West here is referring to the victims 

of Hurricane Katrina that hit New Orleans in 2005.  “FEMA” the Federal Emergency 

Managmnet Agency, came to the aid of victims of the hurricane. This agency supported 

many survivors through the tragedy. West is referring to “Gina” as his support system of 

Martin, someone who he couldn’t survive without. The components of this on-screen 

relationship has proven to be very valuable to its viewers. The moments of love and 

disagreements I argue are those that many viewers may have experienced themselves.  

Lastly, aside from characters Martin and Gina many other characters were 

referenced throughout the song lyrics. Some being a few of the many characters played by 

Lawrence, others were minor characters such as “Bruh man” (Brother man) and “Hustle 

Man.” I’ve argued for the unique character of characters in Martin. The multiple 

characters played by Martin Lawrence and the unique storyline of other characters of the 

show lure viewers and these story lines ultimately allow them to connect. A running joke 

in Martin is that no one actually knows where Tommy works. This is also reflected in the 

lyrics. Artist “Chevy P” in his song “So Lonely” (2008) says “You came up easy never 

had it hard. Like Tommy on Martin you ain't never had a job.” Character “Bruh Man” 

resides on the 5th floor of same apartment complex that Martin lives. The story line behind 

“Bruh Man” is that he is always breaking into Martin’s apartment through the fire escape 

window stealing food and other items from his apartment. Lyrics reflect a like, and I argue 

identification with this character. Lyrics from “Gube Thug” (2004) says “I'm from the 

land of kick do's, where niggaz come through your window with pistols like Bruh Man off 
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the fifth flo.” Field Mob (2000) says “Told'em gimmie your bread, mayo, cheese and ham, 

took two sandwiches and stole Cole's Grand Am.” 

 I conclude that the nostalgic references to Martin cannot go unnoticed. The show 

has proven to be a vital part of Black popular culture and memory. This show has uniquely 

held the position of being cross-generational. More importantly the outpour of love and 

appreciation for this show conflicts with scholarly and Hollywood discourse. Furthermore, 

tweets and song lyrics contain innuendos of components of the show that viewers find 

valuable. The friendships, romantic relationships, reminiscing’s of the days of the show 

are all visible in viewers commentary of the show. The use of social networks and popular 

music has served as a space to participate in fan culture and express the meaning the show 

holds for them. This continuous public conversation surrounding Martin confirms its 

cultural relevance and value in the lives of its regular viewers.  
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CHAPTER 3:  Survey Results 
 

The purpose of this chapter is to further understand how viewers engage with the 

sitcom Martin.  Appendix B is the survey distributed in full. A survey was designed to 

gain more insight on the popularity of the show today how it compares to other sitcoms of 

that time period, and personal views about the depictions within the show as stereotypical 

to the Black community.  Using the University of Texas  (UT) Qualtrics survey system I 

created a 25-question survey that would address all of these topics.  The survey was 

distributed online via many electronic/online vehicles. Using the UT Qualtrics database I 

generated a simple survey link that would allow any user with a computer and Internet 

access to take the survey. For a period of three weeks I left the survey open for 

participants to complete. Participants were recruited through my Facebook page, Twitter, 

email listservs etc. In total, 265 completed surveys.  Thirty-nine percent were ages 18-25, 

48 percent were 26-35, eight percent were 36-45, three percent were 46-55 and four 

percent were 56-65. The Qualtrics database did simple compilation and number crunching 

of the data however for an in-depth analysis a closer review of the questions and responses 

is required for further implications. The survey data in this chapter will ground arguments 

I make for Martin’s cultural relevance, popularity and its impact on the Black community. 

Again I argue that Martin is culturally relevant and valuable to its viewers as it triggers 

nostalgic memories while remaining popular in syndication.  

I found it important to ask participants to rank shows in order of how much they 

liked them. This was important because while there are several articles that list “favorite” 

or “top” programs these stories are based on the opinions of a writer or other contributors. 
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For instance, in 2010, the black interest website theGrio listed the top Black sitcoms, 

starting from the top: The Cosby Show, The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, A Different World, 

Sanford and Son, and Martin.  There is no information available as to who ranked these 

shows. Was it the writer of the article? The viewers? On the Urban Daily website a 2011  

article entitled “Bills Top 5 Black sitcoms that aren’t The Cosby Show”. I believe that the 

author of this article purposely excluded The Cosby Show for its redundancy in the “top” 

Black sitcoms and to call attention to other sitcoms that the author feels are good shows. 

The article attests to have been authored by the “Urban Daily Staff” however at the end of 

the article, it asks readers to “vote for your favorite sitcom here” The top 5 sitcoms 

(excluding Cosby) are, in order from one to five: Living Single, The Jeffersons, Fresh 

Prince of Bel-Air, Good Times, and A Different World. Two things are obvious here; one 

that it is unclear who are ranking these shows and second that there is no general 

consensus even though a few shows make both lists. To focus my research, I chose to only 

ask about shows that were on the air in the same years as Martin (1992-1997). I felt that 

this would give results that fit more with the industrial and social context that produced 

Martin. This guideline resulted in the following list of shows: Family Matters (1989-

1998), Living Single (1993-1998), Hanging with Mr. Cooper (1992-1997), Moesha (1996-

2001) Sister Sister (1995-1999), The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (1990-1996), The Steve 

Harvey Show (1996-2002), and The Cosby Show (1984-1992).  

Questions pertaining to the cultural relevance and nostalgia of the show will allow 

me to understand if Martin is a show that participants identify and relate to. This will also 

exhibit if Martin is a cultural memory.  
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Lastly the “Influence on the Black community/stereotype” theme is extremely 

important as it will either confirm or complicate scholarly and Hollywood criticisms of the 

show as recycling racist, stereotypical images of Blacks that are detrimental for the Black 

community. An important insertion here is that my research is limited to these 

respondents. The analysis of this small sample’s opinions is not representative of all 

viewers.  I am not treating this survey as the ultimate truth about the show. However, I am 

attempting to add new voices to the conversation surrounding the show. 
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Table. 6 
 

Question Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither 
Agree  
nor 
Disagree 

Agree  Strongly 
Agree 

I would 
consider the 
sitcom Martin 
Stereotypical 

5% 25% 26% 33% 12% 

I would 
consider the 
sitcom Fresh 
Prince of Bel- 
Air 
stereotypical  

17% 51% 17% 12% 3% 

The sitcom 
Martin is a 
healthy 
representation 
of the Black 
community 
 

7% 28% 44% 19% 2% 
 

The sitcom 
Martin is a 
negative 
representation 
of the Black 
community  

12% 40% 32% 13% 3% 

The Cosby 
Show is a 
healthy 
representation 
of the Black 
community 

3% 7% 14% 41% 34% 

The sitcom 
Martin is 
offensive.  

12% 40% 32% 13% 3% 
 

 
Table. 6 is a chart of all of the questions regarding the “Influence on the Black 

community/Stereotype” theme.  When asked “I would consider the sitcom Martin 

stereotypical” 45 percent agreed, 30 percent disagreed, and 26 percent were neutral. Here 
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the majority of participants classified the show as stereotypical. However when prompted, 

“The sitcom Martin is offensive” 52 percent disagreed, six percent agreed and 32 percent 

were neutral. While participants did recognize stereotypical portrayals within the show 

they were not offended by these images. As I recall again scholar Kalefa Sanneh calls 

Martin “an irrepressibly funny, doggedly offensive” show (2001). As presented in this 

paper many conversations surrounding the portrayals of Blacks in Martin categorize the 

show as negative representations and stunting progress for the Black community. The 

majority of participants don’t find the depictions offensive. This lends a discussion about 

how historical stereotypes and their effects along with how newer generations identify 

them.  Perhaps newer generations aren’t connecting portrayals to historical ones.  

Furthermore, in response to “The sitcom Martin is a negative influence on the 

Black community” 52 percent disagreed and 16 percent agreed.  An overwhelming 

number of participants disagreed that Martin is a negative influence on the Black 

community. Actor and comedian Bill Cosby has openly voiced his dislike for the show,  

commenting that it is a bad influence on Black youth. The majority of viewers of the 

sitcom do not find the sitcom offensive or a negative influence on the black community 

This is reflective of the varying perspectives of the show. This complicates the 

conversation surrounding Martin as well as other Black sitcoms as “good” or “bad” Black 

sitcoms. Within this analysis, I argue that this also calls for discussion of whether the 

presence of stereotypes in a show makes it “negative” and whether these stereotypes will 

always overshadow other components. Jacqueline Bobo, in her research on Black women 

as consumers of Black text found that even when rape, sexism, racial oppression etc. were 
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present in a text viewers still found value (1995).  I argue here that the presence of 

perceived stereotypes has directly take away from Martin’s value.  

 
Which of these shows would you like to see back on the air, choose 3 

 
 

 Table. 7 
Answer   

 

Response % 

Family 
Matters   

 

37 14% 

Living 
Single   

 

96 36% 

Hanging 
with Mr. 
Cooper 

  
 

16 6% 

A Different 
World   

 

111 42% 

The Cosby 
Show   

 

97 36% 

Martin   
 

115 43% 

Moesha   
 

30 11% 

Sister Sister   
 

36 14% 

The Fresh 
Prince of 
Bel-Air 

  
 

127 48% 

The Steve 
Harvey 
Show 

  
 

36 14% 

Not 
applicable   

 

22 8% 
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Which shows are you most likely to watch a rerun of? choose 3 
 
 
Table. 8 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Family 
Matters   

 

36 14% 

2 Living 
Single   

 

78 29% 

3 
Hanging 
with Mr. 
Cooper 

  
 

7 3% 

4 A Different 
World   

 

96 36% 

5 The Cosby 
Show   

 

118 45% 

6 Martin   
 

139 52% 

7 Moesha   
 

27 10% 

8 Sister Sister   
 

31 12% 

9 
The Fresh 
Prince of 
Bel-Air 

  
 

158 60% 

10 
The Steve 
Harvey 
Show 

  
 

34 13% 

11 Not 
applicable   

 

6 2% 
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Which shows episodes have you discussed most with friends or family? Choose 3 
 
Table. 9 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Family 
Matters   

 

56 21% 

2 Living 
Single   

 

35 13% 

3 
Hanging 
with Mr. 
Cooper 

  
 

3 1% 

4 A Different 
World   

 

61 23% 

5 The Cosby 
Show   

 

172 65% 

6 Martin   
 

154 58% 

7 Moesha   
 

23 9% 

8 Sister Sister   
 

23 9% 

9 
The Fresh 
Prince of 
Bel-Air 

  
 

170 64% 

10 
The Steve 
Harvey 
Show 

  
 

17 6% 

11 Not 
applicable   

 

13 5% 

 
Tables .7, .8, and .9 shows Martin as a top contender out of 10 shows as one 

wanted to come back on the air (Table. 3) and the most likely to watch a rerun of 

(Table.4). This is very powerful reflection of viewers continued love and support of the 

show.  I also believe that this confirms that viewers identify and relate to the shows plot, 

characters and humor and is consistent with why they would like to see the show back. 

This also speaks to the nostalgic tweets about the show. One Twitter user says 

“I wish Martin and The Wayans Bros came on all day everyday” another says “eating & 
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watching the Parkers. I wish Martin was on” it solidifies its role in popular culture. 

Viewers reminisce and relive the show and are discussing it with friends (Table. 7) as if 

there are fresh episodes airing, they love it and want it back. Fiske tells us that "fan talk” is 

the generation and circulation of certain meanings of the object of fandom within a local 

community (1992). There is a constant conversation in the Black community to the effect 

of “we need another Cosby Show” however The Cosby Show was out voted by two other 

shows. My intention here is not to take away from the popularity or the significance of 

The Cosby Show but to explore the divergence between conversations scholars and the 

industry are having as opposed to viewers. Many comparisons to The Cosby Show I make 

are because of the extensive research on the show while shows like Martin have received 

minimal attention. 
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Which shows do you think your peers watch/watched most frequently choose 3 
 
 Table. 10 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Family 
Matters   

 

67 25% 

2 Living 
Single   

 

41 15% 

3 
Hanging 
with Mr. 
Cooper 

  
 

10 4% 

4 A Different 
World   

 

46 17% 

5 The Cosby 
Show   

 

150 56% 

6 Martin   
 

170 64% 

7 Moesha   
 

41 15% 

8 Sister Sister   
 

29 11% 

9 
The Fresh 
Prince of 
Bel-Air 

  
 

192 72% 

10 
The Steve 
Harvey 
Show 

  
 

22 8% 

11 Not 
applicable   

 

8 3% 
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Which shows would you consider the favorite of your generation choose 3 
 
Table. 11 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Family 
Matters   

 

62 23% 

2 Living 
Single   

 

26 10% 

3 
Hanging 
with Mr. 
Cooper 

  
 

1 0% 

4 A Different 
World   

 

66 25% 

5 The Cosby 
Show   

 

154 58% 

6 Martin   
 

160 60% 

7 Moesha   
 

36 14% 

8 Sister Sister   
 

28 11% 

9 
The Fresh 
Prince of 
Bel-Air 

  
 

205 77% 

10 
The Steve 
Harvey 
Show 

  
 

17 6% 

11 Not 
applicable   

 

4 2% 

  
Tables .10 and .11 both place Martin in second place as a show that they believe 

their peers watch most frequently and a favorite to their generation. Forty-eight percent of 

respondents were age 26-35 and 39 percent were ages 18-25. I argue that this reflects the 

nostalgia of the show as well as its role in popular culture. I argue that respondents have 

witnessed just as I have, the conversations on Twitter about the show, they have probably 

also participated in verbal interactions regarding the show and have heard these very songs 

I mention in my research. This is very reflective of why Martin ranks as a top show that 
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their peers are watching and that their peers favor most. The popularity of the show is very 

noticeable; it has triggered me to thoroughly analyze the show and the respondents have 

recognized its popularity as well.  

 
Which single show do you consider the funniest? 
 
Table.12 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Family 
Matters   

 

2 1% 

2 Living 
Single   

 

9 3% 

3 
Hanging 
with Mr. 
Cooper 

  
 

1 0% 

4 A Different 
World   

 

3 1% 

5 The Cosby 
Show   

 

20 8% 

6 Martin   
 

154 58% 

7 Moesha   
 

0 0% 

8 Sister Sister   
 

1 0% 

9 
The Fresh 
Prince of 
Bel-Air 

  
 

72 27% 

10 
The Steve 
Harvey 
Show 

  
 

4 2% 

 Total  266 100% 
 
The only question that Martin obtained the number one position was one that 

asked “Which single show do you consider the funniest?” Martin won by far with 58 

percent. The role of humor in the Black sitcom has been criticized for making serious 

political issues a joking matter. Television comedies, a common space for Black actors 
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and actresses, for many scholars is a breeding ground for degrading stereotypical images 

to flourish. Infuriated by shows like Martin, Spike Lee states “You can be funny without 

being buffoonish, you can be funny without scratching your head, rolling your eyes, and 

bucking your teeth (Okwu,1997). I argue that the humor in Martin is successful because 

the particular format that the humor is presented is relatable to their audience. Humor 

particularly in sitcoms are successful when the viewer has had a similar experience. The 

every day scenarios of character Martin, girlfriend Gina and friends are able to transcend 

and are imaginable.  Eighty-seven percent of viewers were 35 or younger, which may 

reflect their ability to identify with the show.  
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Which shows would consider the most popular? Choose 3 
 
Table .13 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Family 
Matters   

 

78 30% 

2 Living 
Single   

 

16 6% 

3 
Hanging 
with Mr. 
Cooper 

  
 

0 0% 

4 A Different 
World   

 

31 12% 

5 The Cosby 
Show   

 

231 88% 

6 Martin   
 

154 58% 

7 Moesha   
 

15 6% 

8 Sister Sister   
 

11 4% 

9 
The Fresh 
Prince of 
Bel-Air 

  
 

221 84% 

10 
The Steve 
Harvey 
Show 

  
 

9 3% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Which show is your single favorite? 
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Table.13 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Family 
Matters   

 

6 2% 

2 Living 
Single   

 

15 6% 

3 
Hanging 
with Mr. 
Cooper 

  
 

0 0% 

4 A Different 
World   

 

26 10% 

5 The Cosby 
Show   

 

71 27% 

6 Martin   
 

61 23% 

7 Moesha   
 

2 1% 

8 Sister Sister   
 

7 3% 

9 
The Fresh 
Prince of 
Bel-Air 

  
 

75 28% 

10 
The Steve 
Harvey 
Show 

  
 

2 1% 

 Total  265 100% 
 

Tables 12. and 13. are particularly interesting, when asked “what shows do you 

think your peers watch most” The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air and Martin were at the top of 

the list (Table. 4).  When asked “ Which shows do you consider the most popular” (in 

general) The Cosby Show was ranked first (Table. 12). When asked “which show is your 

single favorite” (Table 13.) The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air won. I argue that this confirms 

what I call the “Cosby fantasy” the idea of its is greatest Black sitcom in the world. 

Participants didn’t rank the Cosby show first as their single favorite or the favorite 

amongst their peers but they assume that everybody else is watching it. The Cosby Show is 
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the perceived most popular even though it isn’t their favorite. I argue that this is also 

reflective of the infatuation with The Cosby Show in Hollywood and in media literature. 

Lastly, I argue that open media and scholarly criticisms of the show and comedian Martin 

Lawrence has spilled into the psyche of viewers tainting their perception, hence they 

believe that others would watch Cosby more. 

Additional Findings 
 
Table. 14 
 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 Family 
Matters   

 

50 19% 

2 Living Single   
 

83 31% 

3 Hanging with 
Mr. Cooper   

 

7 3% 

4 A Different 
World   

 

138 52% 

5 The Cosby 
Show   

 

101 38% 

6 Martin   
 

52 20% 

7 Moesha   
 

63 24% 

8 Sister Sister   
 

49 18% 

9 
The Fresh 
Prince of 
Bel-Air 

  
 

88 33% 

10 The Steve 
Harvey Show   

 

22 8% 

11 Not 
Applicable   

 

28 11% 

 
 

Other observations I would like to highlight in my data is first the survey question 

“Which shows characters do you identify with most” Table. 14 shows the first significant 

appearance of the television show A Different World. With a fair lead, participants 
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responded to identify with this show the most. A Different World takes place on a college 

campus of a historically Black university. A few things could be going on here. One is that 

the majority of my respondents are college-educated or have pursued higher education. 

Secondly, the show is presented in a Black cultural context, that addresses political issues 

that are relevant to its viewers. For example, in an episode entitled “Radio Free Hillman” 

(January, 1989) a vulgar rap song is played on the university radio station and the dean 

cancels the radio show. Students on campus have a sit- in protest. The vast majority of my 

participants responded to be between the ages of 18-35 which is also an era of an 

emerging hip-hop culture. Lastly, the show’s large cast offers an array of different 

personalities that a viewer could identify with.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The character Gina Waters is apart of which show? 
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Table. 15 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Table. 16 
 
 
Which show has a character named Sheneneh Jenkins? 

 
 
Important is it to also mention that when given trivia questions about Martin an 

overwhelming amount of respondents answered correctly, over 80 percent. This is 

demonstrates how infused into popular culture and cultural memory Martin has become. It 
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shows that the vast majority of respondents were familiar with the show and hadn’t just 

heard about it. It exhibits a possible reflection of influences of the songs and popular 

culture or what Fiske calls “fan talk” on Twitter. It show that amongst this sample the 

show is apart of popular knowledge.  

Overall my survey data confirms Martin’s popularity. The results also show that 

viewers of Martin identify stereotypes but do not find this show offensive or a bad 

influence on the Black community. Lastly, one element that went unnoticed was that the 

only question that the Cosby placed first pertained to the perceived popularity of the show. 

Survey results revealed throughout various questions that participants engaged with The 

Fresh Prince of Bel-Air more than The Cosby Show and Martin. As I argue in the case of 

Martin there is surely substance in The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air that scholars should 

explore.  
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CONCLUSION 

Black sitcoms are a resourceful place to analyze Black representations and culture. 

Shows such as Amos ‘n’ Andy and Beulah are often used to discuss the historical images 

of Blacks in sitcoms and how these depictions have influenced the politics of Black 

portrayals today. The Cosby Show and The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air are often referenced to 

exhibit the emergence of affluent families and are credited for positively representing 

Blacks on TV. These shows have been dissected and analyzed by many scholars. In the 

realm of media studies, there is an hierarchy of academic research and the shows 

mentioned, particularly The Cosby Show have been exhausted. However, there are several 

Black sitcoms hardly ever discussed. I argue that the lack of scholarly work is a result of 

the perceived insignificance of the show. I’ve argued that several components of the 

sitcom Martin may have contributed to assumed low quality for those who aren’t 

particularly invested. The politics surrounding Martin are vital to discourse surrounding 

the show.  

To add to the scarcity of research on Martin I wanted to do a through analysis of 

the show. The Fox network, actor and comedian Martin Lawrence, and scholarly and 

popular discourse I argue all had an impact on the show perception. The introduction of 

cable TV isolated urban viewers who couldn’t afford the switch and made them a 

vulnerable audience. Major networks such as NBC,CBS and later Fox began to fight for 

the viewership of Black urban audiences. The Fox network became a top contender as this 

rebel network often displayed shows other networks wouldn’t. Martin being aired on Fox 
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amongst many other Black sitcoms positioned the show as a Black show. Furthermore, it 

limited the scope of the show and took it off the radar for white viewers. 

The career and personal life of actor and comedian Martin Lawrence adds layers to 

the consumption of Martin. Lawrence’s movie roles prior to Martin in Do the Right Thing, 

House Party and Boomerang were rooted in hip-hop culture, which was birthed from 

Black urban culture. He was the original host of HBO’s Def Comedy Jam, a comedy show 

case created by hip hop mogul Russell Simmons. His career before Martin, for potential 

viewers suggests Black, urban, and hip-hop culture. Moreover Lawrence’s stand up 

comedy acts made national news for its foul language and disrespect towards women. His 

raunchy reputation may also have deterred viewers, thinking that Martin would contain 

similar content. Lastly, public media events surrounding sexual harassment of co-star 

Tisha Campbell, airport arrests, and violent on-set outburst brought negative attention to 

Lawrence whose name was written all over the show. Here, I argue that if you didn’t like 

Lawrence you probably wouldn’t watch Martin. Lastly, scholarly and media discourse 

surrounding the show, referring to its negative representations of Blacks and its bad 

influence may have also positioned viewers. Scholars and media figures such as Kristal 

Brent Zook, Spike Lee, and Bill Cosby have openly criticized the show. All of these 

components contribute to a thorough discussion and positioning of Martin.  

As the show is in syndication, viewers still actively engage in the show. My 

Twitter timeline is often filled with nostalgic tweets and viewers open display of fan 

culture.  Through Twitter tweets and song lyrics I am able to analyze what elements of the 

show viewers find valuable and how they identify with the show. Many viewers often 
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discuss its humor and how watching the show never gets old. I argue here that the “every 

day” humor and storyline of Martin is one that transcends easily from the screen to the 

couch. Viewers often reflect on the relationship between Martin and Gina in admiration. 

Discussing the show with friends and its constant reference in song lyrics exhibit its role 

in popular memory. Through song lyrics I am able to further elaborate on the shows 

cultural relevance as I found 30 songs that mentioned the show both past and recent. Many 

of these references were found in hip-hop music, which confirms its role in Black popular 

culture. This also confirms its Black following.  

A goal of this research was also to put a new lens on the show. A more in-depth 

discussion of the shows ingredients and political context will further guide the discourse 

surrounding Martin. Furthermore, I conducted a survey to further lend this conversation 

from the perspective of the viewers. Scholarly and media figures comments about the 

show were in conflict with testimonials of viewers I witnessed on my Twitter timeline. 

Many critiques of the show, were elements that respondents found valuable. Respondents 

identify with the style of humor displayed in Martin. The majority don’t find the images in 

Martin offensive or a negative influence on the community. They cherish the on-screen 

romantic relationship on Martin and Gina. Even secondary characters such as Roscoe, 

Bruh man and Hustle Man are characters viewers identify with. My research seeks to add 

to the scholarship on Black sitcoms, to give a thorough analysis of Martin and to add 

perspective to the discourse surrounding the show. 
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APPENDIX A: Survey Themes 

Popularity 

Please select the 3 shows you watch/watched most frequently  

1. Please select the 3 shows you enjoyed the most 

2. Which shows do you think your peers watch/watched most frequently choose 3 

3. Which shows would you consider the favorite of your generation choose 3 

4. Which single show do you consider the funniest? 

5. Which shows would consider the most popular? Choose 3 

6. Which show is your single favorite?  

7. Which shows would you recommend to a friend? choose 3 

Cultural Relevance/Nostalgia  

1. Which of these shows would you like to see back on the air, choose 3 

2. The character Carlton Banks is apart of which show? 

3. The character Gina Waters is apart of which show? 

4. Which show takes place on a college campus? 

5. Which show has a character named Sheneneh Jenkins? 

6. Which show have you heard music entertainers reference most? 

7. Which show have you heard referenced in a song? Check all that apply    

8. Which show has a character named Cole Brown? 

9. Which shows are you most likely to watch a rerun of? choose 3 

10. Which sitcoms are the most culturally relevant to you? choose 3 

11. Which shows episodes have you discussed most with friends or family? Choose 3 

12. Which shows characters do you identify with the most? choose 3 

 

Influence on the Community/Stereotypical 

1. I would consider the sitcom Martin stereotypical 
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2. I would consider the sitcom Fresh Prince of Bel-Air stereotypical 

3. The sitcom Martin is a healthy representation of the Black community  

4. The Cosby show is a healthy representation of the Black community 

5. The sitcom Martin is a negative representation of Black people 

6. The sitcom Martin is offensive  
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APPENDIX B: Song Lyrics  
 
Artist Song Lyrics  

Curren$y Double 07” “My independence remains, ‘cause I aint 
working for the radio station like Martin 
Payne.” 
 

J. Cole “Work Out” “They be starting shit but it's your world, on 
my Martin shit: You go girl!” 
 

Ghostface Killah & 
Trife Da God f/ 
Tommy Whispers 

“Game Time” “Why niggas wanna fuck with my bread, 
like I ain't starving. When I reign, I leave 
niggas in Payne, but I ain't Martin.” 
 

J. Cole I'm on It” “They calling me Cole yeah that's my name, 
and just like Martin I know that Payne.” 

Fabolous featuring 
Pusha T 

“Joke's On You” [Fab] “I'm Marty Mart at and auty mar, cute 
snotty broad, titts like Dolly Part." 
 

Big Daddy Kane “Live 95 
Freestyle” 

"Now that's that bullshit niggas be saying. 
Don't try to act like Martin now with that, ‘I 
was just playing.'” 

Young Chris featuring 
J. Cole 

“Still The Hottest” [J. Cole] "And yeah I run my own show, 
nigga, Martin Lawrence.” 

T-Pain “Superstar Lady” “She got a booty like Serena, thighs like 
Trina, lips like that chick off that Martin 
show, Gina.” 
 

Drake featuring Lil 
Wayne 

“Miss Me” [Lil Wayne] “Mutherfucker got damn, 
kicking bitches out the condo like Pam.” 
 

Kanye West “H.A.M.” “I'm kicking bitches out like Pam nigga, we 
going H.A.M nigga, me and Jigga.” 
 
 

Field Mob “Channel 613” "Told'em gimmie your bread, mayo, cheese 
and ham, took two sandwiches and stole 
Cole's Grand Am.” 
 

J. Cole 
 

“Return of Simba” “Mamma hands together like 6:30, And 
Cole keep a thick biitch I like to call Big 
Shirley.” 
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Chevy P “So Lonely” 

 
"You came up easy never had it hard. Like 
Tommy on Martin you ain't never had a 
job.” 
 

Kendrick Lamar 
featuring J. Cole 
 

“Temptation” J Cole “Beg ya pardon, don't blow job, she 
no jobs like Tommy from Martin.” 

Ice Cube featuring K-
Dee 

“Make It Ruff, 
Make It Smooth” 

[K-Dee] “Don't let the smooth shit fool ya, 
‘cause I can get it on; ‘cause I be breakin 
bones like Dragonfly Jones.” 
 
 

Lil Wayne 
 

“Believe That” 
 

“Y'all can't hear me, this a Def Jam, call me 
Russell, man. I played on Martin, call me 
hustle, man” 

 
T.I 

“Rubberband 
Man” 

“Grand Hustle, man. More hustles than 
Hustle Man.” 
 

Das Racist 
 

“HAHAHAHA 
JK?” 

No way way, no, bebe, that's eighteen years 
like 'Ye say. Too much to pay-pay, sweatin' 
me like Sheneneh.” 
 
 

Nelly, Ali, Gube Thug Down In Da 
Water 
 

[Gube Thug]“I'm from the land of kick do's, 
where niggaz come through your window 
with pistols like Bruh Man off the fifth flo.'” 
 

Chamillionaire “You Must Be 
Crazy” 

“I'm like Bruh Man on the fifth flo,' ‘cept 
I'm comin in through the front do' I ain't 
gotta use the window.” 
 

50 Cent “Poor Lil Rich” 
 

“I'm real bloody man, the hood love me 
man, don't make me show up in ya crib like 
Bruh Man.” 
 
 

Beanie Sigel 
 

“Freestyle” 
 

“I put your face on milk cartons. Beenie 
Mack smoother than Jerome on Martin.” 
 
 

Mariah Carey 
featuring Nick Minaj 

“Up Out My 
Face” Remix 
 

[Nicki] “Top do's, we break like Taco. 
Roscoe's on his knees with the snot nose." 
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J. Cole “Rags To Riches” 

 
“Regardless of where God lead us, just 
know that I was Martin and you was my 
Gina.” 
 

Meth, Ghost, Rae 
 

“Our Dreams” “We go together like Martin and Gina, but 
she get uptight want to fight like Ike and 
Tina 

Kanye West “Flashing Lights” “Feeing like Katrina with no FEMA, like 
Martin with no Gina.” 
 

Lil Kim 
 

“Chillin' Tonight” 
 

“Some Marvin Gaye, Luther Vandross, a 
little Anita, in the bed laughin' at Martin and 
Gina.” 
 

Diggy Simmons 
 

“Copy Paste” “I make a mean bag, Don Cartagena. Yeah 
you know what's up, Martin, Tommy, 
Gina." 
 

Lil Wayne “Streets Is 
Watching” 
 

“I'm a east sider rider, whoa kemosabe, 
bitches get to stepping like Cole, Gina, 
Tommy.” 
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APPENDIX C: Survey 
 

 
 

Survey 
Black sitcom viewership 

 
Q1   Informed Consent Form                 
 

University of Texas at Austin 

 Title: Black Sitcom Viewership     You are being invited to participate in a research study 

about viewership of Black sitcoms. The purpose of this survey is to learn more about the 

viewership of Black sitcoms. Throughout this survey you will be asked to recall character 

and plot details as well as share your opinion about specific sitcoms. This study is being 

conducted by Tisia Saffold supervised by faculty sponsor Jennifer Fuller, from the Radio 

Television and Film Department at the University of Texas at Austin. This study is being 

conducted as apart of a graduate student thesis project.      There are no known risks if you 

decide to participate in this research study. There are no costs to you for participating in 

the study. The questionnaire will take about 20-30 minutes to complete. This survey is 

completely anonymous. Do not write your name on the survey. Your participation in this 

study is voluntary. By completing this survey you are voluntarily agreeing to participate.   

   If you have any questions about the study, please contact    Tisia Saffold  

tsaffold88@gmail.com  7739463741 

 
Q2   I have read, understood, and printed a copy of, the above consent form and desire of 
my own free will to participate in this study.  
m Yes (1) 
m No (2) 

If No Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Survey 
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Q5 Please select the 3 shows you watch/watched most frequently  
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
q Not applicable  (11) 

 
Q6 Please select the 3 shows you enjoyed the most 
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
q Not applicable (11) 
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Q7 Which of these shows would you like to see back on the air, choose 3 
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
q Not applicable (11) 

 
Q8 Which shows do you think your peers watch/watched most frequently choose 3 
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
q Not applicable  (11) 
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Q9 Which shows would you consider the favorite of your generation choose 3 
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
q Not applicable (11) 

 
Q10 The character Carlton Banks is apart of which show? 
m Family Matters (1) 
m Living Single (2) 
m Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
m A Different World (4) 
m The Cosby Show (5) 
m Martin (6) 
m Moesha (7) 
m Sister Sister (8) 
m The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
m The Steve Harvey Show (10) 

 
Q11 The character Gina Waters is apart of which show? 
m Family Matters (1) 
m Living Single (2) 
m Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
m A Different World (4) 
m The Cosby Show (5) 
m Martin (6) 
m Moesha (7) 
m Sister Sister (8) 
m The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
m The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
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Q12 Which show takes place on a college campus? 
m Family Matters (1) 
m Living Single (2) 
m Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
m A Different World (4) 
m The Cosby Show (5) 
m Martin (6) 
m Moesha (7) 
m Sister Sister (8) 
m The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
m The Steve Harvey Show (10) 

 
Q13 Which show has a character named Sheneneh Jenkins? 
m Family Matters (1) 
m Living Single (2) 
m Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
m A Different World (4) 
m The Cosby Show (5) 
m Martin (6) 
m Moesha (7) 
m Sister Sister (8) 
m The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
m The Steve Harvey Show (10) 

 
Q14 Which single show do you consider the funniest? 
m Family Matters (1) 
m Living Single (2) 
m Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
m A Different World (4) 
m The Cosby Show (5) 
m Martin (6) 
m Moesha (7) 
m Sister Sister (8) 
m The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
m The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
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Q15 Which show have you heard music entertainers reference most? 
m Family Matters (1) 
m Living Single (2) 
m Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
m A Different World (4) 
m The Cosby Show (5) 
m Martin (6) 
m Moesha (7) 
m Sister Sister (8) 
m The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
m The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
m Not applicable (11) 

 
Q16 Which show have you heard referenced in a song? Check all that apply    
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
q Not applicable  (11) 
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Q17 Which show has a character named Cole Brown? 
m Family Matters (1) 
m Living Single (2) 
m Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
m A Different World (4) 
m The Cosby Show (5) 
m Martin (6) 
m Moesha (7) 
m Sister Sister (8) 
m The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
m The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
m Not applicable  (11) 

 
Q18 Which shows are you most likely to watch a rerun of? choose 3 
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
q Not applicable (11) 
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Q19 Which shows would consider the most popular? Choose 3 
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 

 
Q20 Which show is your single favorite?  
m Family Matters (1) 
m Living Single (2) 
m Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
m A Different World (4) 
m The Cosby Show (5) 
m Martin (6) 
m Moesha (7) 
m Sister Sister (8) 
m The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
m The Steve Harvey Show (10) 

 
Q21 I would consider the sitcom Martin stereotypical 
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
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Q22 I would consider the sitcom Fresh Prince of Bel-Air stereotypical 
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 

 
Q23 The sitcom Martin  is a healthy representation of the Black community  
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 

 
Q24 The Cosby show is a healthy representation of the Black community 
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 

 
Q25 The sitcom Martin  is a negative representation of Black people 
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 
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Q26 Which sitcoms are the most culturally relevant to you? choose 3 
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 

 
Q27 The sitcom Martin is offensive  
m Strongly Disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly Agree (5) 

 
Q28 Which shows episodes have you discussed most with friends or family? Choose 3 
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
q Not applicable (11) 
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Q29 Which shows characters do you identify with the most? choose 3 
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
q Not Applicable (11) 

 
Q30 Which shows would you recommend to a friend? Choose 3 
q Family Matters (1) 
q Living Single (2) 
q Hanging with Mr. Cooper (3) 
q A Different World (4) 
q The Cosby Show (5) 
q Martin (6) 
q Moesha (7) 
q Sister Sister (8) 
q The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (9) 
q The Steve Harvey Show (10) 
q Not applicable (11) 

 
Q31 How old are you? 
m 18-25 (1) 
m 26-35 (2) 
m 36-45 (3) 
m 46-55 (4) 
m 56-65 (5) 
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